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The Urban Heat Island Effect in the City of Valencia: A Case Study for Hot Summer Days
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Abstract: Extreme heat poses significant risks to the world’s growing urban population, and the heat stress to human health is likely to escalate with the anthropogenically increased temperatures projected by climate models. Thus, the additional heat from the urban heat island (UHI) effect needs to be quantified, including the spatial pattern. This study focuses on the city of Valencia (Spain), investigating the intensity and spatial pattern of UHI during three consecutive hot summer days accompanying a heat record. For the analysis, long-term in situ measurements and remote sensing data were combined. The UHI effect was evaluated using two approaches: (a) based on air temperature (AT) time-series from two meteorological stations and (b) using land surface temperature (LST) images from MODIS products by NASA with 1 km resolution. The strongest nighttime UHI estimated from AT was 2.3 °C, while the most intense surface UHI calculated as the difference between the LST of urban and rural regions (defined by NDVI) was 2.6 °C—both measured during the night after the record hot day. To assess the human thermal comfort in the city the Discomfort Index was applied. With the increasing number of tropical nights, the mitigation of nighttime UHI is a pressing issue that should be taken into consideration in climate-resilient urban planning.
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1. Introduction

Cities are hotspots of climate change due to the increasing frequency and intensity of extreme heat and the rapidly growing urban population, which are mutually reinforcing trends [1]. The well-documented phenomenon of the urban heat island (UHI) effect refers to cities being warmer than their rural surroundings because of the built environment absorbing, retaining, and/or producing more heat than the natural landscape it replaces [2]. The UHI intensity is greatest at night, and it may disappear by day or the city may be cooler than the rural environments [3]. The effect has been mainly described in large cities and towns with high concentration of populations, nevertheless, even rural-villages—small built-up urban areas—can have considerably higher temperatures than their surroundings as a recent study showed [4].

Increasing urban heat presents a significant health risk for the growing population of cities [5] and the related heat stress is likely to escalate with the increased future temperatures projected by climate models [6]. As urban heat islands pose an additional risk to urban inhabitants [7], spatial heat risk assessments are carried out worldwide to identify the most vulnerable segments of the urban population [8–10]. Excessive heat negatively influences not only human health [11]—including increasing mortality rates due to heat stress [12] and more frequent insomnia events during hot nights [13]—but it has an impact on the labour productivity [14] and the urban metabolism as...
well [15,16]. As evidence suggests [17,18] there are upper limits to human adaptation to temperature. It is, therefore, important to measure the consequences of increased temperature, and provide precise information to urban planners to reduce heat risk in the city [19–21]. Identifying the additional heat risk components and understanding the causes of intra-urban variability of the thermal environment [22] is a first step in improving urban planning and development. As [23] pointed out, urban climate knowledge is much needed all along the urban planning process, and climatologists should meet the planners’ demand-driven needs by providing them with good arguments, suitable methods and tools.

The UHI is traditionally defined as the difference between the air temperature (AT) within the city and the AT of its surroundings, measured in the urban canopy layer (at standard screen height 1–2 m above ground and below the city’s mean roof height) [24]. The phenomenon can also be studied via land surface temperatures (LST) due to the increased spatial coverage that satellite remote sensing techniques can provide in comparison to weather station data [25]. When the urban heat island effect is estimated from LST measurements it is called surface UHI (sUHI), and usually has a different magnitude than the UHI. This human-induced modification of the local climate is principally caused by alterations to the energy balance influenced by variations of landuse, surface properties (e.g., surface roughness, albedo, emissivity) and geometry of the urban area [2,8]. The heating-cooling systems of buildings, as well as the vehicles in traffic also promote warmer thermal environment in cities [26]. The cumulative effect of these factors can result in a maximum air UHI of significant magnitude as large as 7 °C in London [27] or 8 °C in New York [28]. UHI research was carried out in more than 17 cities over the Iberian Peninsula in the 1990s [29] finding a maximum intensity of 8–9 °C in Madrid [30], 8 °C in Barcelona [31], and 5 °C in Zaragoza [32].

The present work combines both methods, thermal remote sensing techniques and in situ meteorological observations, to measure the urban heat island over the city of Valencia. As the Valencian summer is characterized by humid heat that makes hot weather less comfortable, it is important to understand the evolution of UHI that imposes even higher heat stress on the urban environment. An early study on the heat island effect of Valencia [33] examined the phenomenon in relation to human comfort in the city in the late 1980s, to express the need for more environmentally-conscious urban planning. A measurement campaign carried out in the same year found significantly higher temperatures in the inner city—based on AT transect measurements by car (+3 °C) and LST values from NOAA satellite thermal images (+4.5 °C)—during two winter nights [34]. Furthermore, a recent work [35] provides useful insights into the landuse changes in the metropolitan area of Valencia during the last 3 decades that shows a rapid expansion of the urban areas, leading to an increase of ca. 8000 ha of artificial surfaces.

Realising the growing demand on urban climate and spatial thermal comfort information for climate change adaptation planning in Valencia, our aim is to analyse the intensity, spatial extent and evolution of the UHI during hot summer days. As the positive temperature contrast between the city and its surroundings tend to be the largest after sunset, and strong UHI nights impose more severe heat stress on the human body [11,13], the main focus of the paper is the nighttime UHI. In order to evaluate the urban climatological context, long-term historical data were also analysed. Furthermore, to facilitate the involvement of UHI in urban adaptation strategies the more favorable and less pleasant parts of the city are identified using the Discomfort Index [36]. Finally, the study aims at providing recommendations to advance integrated climate-resilient urban planning.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The metropolitan area of Valencia is the third largest conurbation in Spain. The city of Valencia has 787,266 inhabitants, distributed over an area of 137.5 km², with a population density of around 7966 inhabitants/km² (Figure 1) [37]. The city is located on the Spanish Mediterranean coast on a small alluvial plain formed during the Quaternary by the carriage of the Turia River. The flat relief
has a maximum E-W increase in height of 40 m from the sea to the beginning of alluvial fan [34]. The geographical area of the city can be characterized by sub-arid Mediterranean climate with “hot dry-summers” (Csa according to the updated Köppen-Geiger climate classification [38]). The dominant local wind flows perpendicular to the shoreline (E-W) and shows a typical daily periodicity of a sea-breeze. Sunshine duration is 2660 h per year, with an average above 10 h per day in July [39].

The city is distributed into 19 districts with very different characteristics regarding both the building density and height, as well as green areas. The continuous urban surface extends over 36.3 km², while green surfaces cover more than 4.5 km², to which gardens contribute with 2.5 km², urban parks with 0.6 km² and the Turia riverbed with 1.2 km² [40]. Valencia went through a star-shaped growth in the last few decades as it has spread over the surrounding farmland and has absorbed several small towns and villages nearby (e.g., Campanar—District 4). Thus, the type of urban area greatly varies throughout the city, from the ancient central nucleus (Ciutat Vella—District 1) which is densely urbanized (only small urban parks can be found here), to the outskirts of the city where a few farmland areas still remain within the city borders [34]. This unique farmland called “Huerta” is a socio-cultural heritage that organically connects the traditional agriculture to the urban metabolism. During the urban expansion in the second part of the 20th century the “Huerta” was reduced to a belt around the city consisting of small farms and vegetable gardens with dispersed habitat dedicated to crops, mainly green vegetables [34,40].

Figure 1. The map of Valencia city [37] (diamond: Viveros meteorological station, triangle: Airport meteorological station).

2.2. Climatological Data

The study area of Valencia has only one long-term weather station (Viveros, AEMet ref. 8416, N 39°28′50″ W 0°21′59″; 11 m) within the city limits despite its size, and another one in the suburbs (Airport, AEMet ref. 8414A, N 39°29′06″ W 0°28′29″; 56 m) that could provide reliable and sufficiently long data for the study. For the Viveros station the data were obtained from the SDATS homogenized dataset, provided by the Centre for Climate Change [41], and for the Airport station the data were retrieved from the AEMet (Agencia Estatal de Meteorología) database [39]. The Viveros station is located ca. 1 km from the old city centre, at the side of a green park and next to a main road and high built residences. The airport is ca. 10 km away from downtown, in the outskirts of Valencia, at the edge of a small town which is a medium dense built-up area. The instruments are placed in the open field over bare soil, with few asphalt surfaces nearby (ca. 200 m). The Airport station is significantly further
away from the sea than the urban station, which can lead to higher temperatures especially in the mornings and early afternoon, as the sea breeze front only reaches a few km inland. Air temperature measurements at both stations are taken at 2 m in standard Stevenson shelter. Daily maximum and minimum temperature (Tmax, Tmin) data series of Viveros cover more than a century (1906–2014), while the Airport extends between 1966 and 2014. As the latter station is not included in the SDATS dataset, thorough quality control and homogenisation procedures were carried out using best practice software RClimDex-extracQC [42] and HOMER (HOMogEnization software in R) [43] before analysing the time series. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the meteorological conditions during the studied 3-day period in August 2014, hourly temperature (AT), relative humidity (RH) as well as wind speed and wind direction data were involved into analyses from both stations, provided by the AEMet. For the long-term evaluation of the nighttime heat conditions in Valencia, the annual number of tropical nights (Tmin > 20 °C) defined by the ETCCDI (Expert Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices) [44] was calculated.

2.3. Remote-Sensing Data

The MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) sensor was deemed to be the most suitable for this study for different reasons. The MODIS sensor is carried on both NASA’s Aqua and Terra satellites that have near polar orbits resulting in three images per satellite per day. Image acquisition on Aqua is two per night and one per day and on Terra is vice versa. This is a high temporal resolution, meanwhile the spatial resolution is only ca. 1 km that is considered coarse compared to other alternatives such as the Advanced Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER), the Landsat series as Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) or the Thermal Infra-Red Sensor (TIRS), all of which have spatial resolutions below 100 m. However, the number of images available from ASTER or Landsat is significantly less than MODIS, and in our case there were hardly any images suitable. A strength of the MODIS sensor is the compromise between regular image acquisition and reasonable spatial resolution, in comparison to other sensors that offer higher spatial resolution but lower temporal resolution (e.g., Landsat), or higher temporal resolution but lower spatial resolution (e.g., SEVIRI) [45]. In spite of the coarse resolution (ca. 1 km) of the MODIS LST product, the high temporal resolution of MODIS makes it reasonable for UHI studies [45,46].

The MODIS data are available from the EOSDIS Reverb ECHO—NASA [47] and useful land surface temperature (LST) products include MYD11 (Aqua) and MOD11 (Terra) at 1 km resolution. As MODIS data have a limited number of useful images (clear sky conditions and not too high zenith angle of the observing sensor are needed), detailed study of the development of UHI can be carried out in a limited number of consecutive days. Potential cases have been selected by analysing the nighttime heat conditions of the summer semester (May, June, July, August, September), by highlighting the days when the Tmin exceeded the 90th percentile of the MJJAS daily data calculated on the base of 109 years. Accordingly, a 3-day period of August 2014—with a record hot day in the middle of the period—was chosen based on the climatological criteria and the availability of MODIS images. Eleven MODIS products (two MODIS images from both satellites for day and night) were eligible for the study as these products provided LST data with moderate bias due to the image acquisition angle. The thermal products were obtained directly from the NASA, then they were georeferenced and multiplied by the MOD11 scaling factor of 0.02. Depending on the angle of image acquisition, the error was between 1.5–2 °C, as [48,49] described it.

2.4. NDVI

Three regions (Urban, Semi-Urban and Rural) were determined to calculate the surface UHI (sUHI) across Valencia. The areas with human constructions and areas covered with vegetation were distinguished according to the NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) (Figure 2). The index was calculated using the infrared and red bands of the Terra satellite thermal image on 26th of August 2014. The Urban area (U) (NDVI ≤ 0.20) is a relatively homogenous built up area considering the
resolution of MODIS image, where the average NDVI value was 0.18 (SD = 0.02). The western zone indicates a Semi-Urban (SU) inhomogeneous area around the airport, with a mixture of rural and urban surfaces (NDVI ≈ 0.26; SD = 0.06). The relatively homogenous Rural area (R) north from the city (NDVI > 0.27) had the highest NDVI, an average of 0.34 (SD = 0.04). The three regions were chosen to have equal areas of 34,020 km² (including 40 pixels).

![Figure 2](image-url)  
**Figure 2.** The different regions determined according to the calculated NDVI on 26th of August. (U: Urban, SU: Semi-Urban, R: Rural region; diamond: Viveros meteorological station, triangle: Airport meteorological station, black border: administrative border of Valencia).

2.5. Discomfort Index

Although there are many complex and multi-variant based methods for determining bioclimatic comfort, one of the best indices for estimating the effective temperature is the DI index [50], also known as Thom’s discomfort index (THI) [36]. This index is based on the effective temperature and humidity conditions and describes the degree of discomfort by categories covering the whole spectrum from cold to tropical climates. DI is defined as

$$\text{DI} = \text{AT} - (0.55 - 0.0055f) (\text{AT} - 14.5)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where AT is expressed in °C and f stands for relative humidity in percentage.

3. Results

3.1. The Long-Term Estimation of Nighttime UHI and Tropical Nights

To describe the nighttime temperature conditions in Valencia from a long-term climatological perspective, 5 decades (1966–2014) of daily minimum temperature (Tmin) records were analysed. As the positive AT contrast between the urban and rural areas tends to be the largest in the late night–early morning hours, the daily Tmin can be used as an indicator of the general heat conditions of the night. Thus, a rough estimate can be given for the nighttime UHI by calculating the difference of Tmin time series at the two meteorological stations.

As shown in Figure 3a, the intensity of the estimated nighttime UHI was most frequently between +1.5 and +2.0 °C, and even reached +9.0 °C on the 26th of January 1978. Furthermore, the most intense positive contrast between the city centre and the airport usually occurred in the cold half of the year, especially in December and January (Figure 3b). During summer (MJJAS) the average value was +1.4 °C (SD = 3.0 °C), however negative values also occurred. The two “extreme” outlier values in the summer (8.5 °C, 7.7 °C) were recorded in the early morning on days with summer storms with precipitation of 26.5 mm and 123 mm, respectively. The annual number of tropical nights
(Tmin > 20.0 °C) significantly increased at both stations, at the Airport from 10 to 76 between 1966 and 2014 (slope of linear trend: 1.12 per year), at Viveros from 64 to 88 between 1906 and 2014 (slope of linear trend for 11 decades: 0.48, for the last 5 decades: 1.10 per year) (Figure 4). Interestingly, despite the growth of the city, the trend in tropical nights was similar in the urban and the rural stations, suggesting that the nighttime UHI intensity has not increased significantly in the last 5 decades.

3.2. Case Study of the Evolution of sUHI

In August of 2014 the region of Valencia experienced its 5th hottest day on record (26th of August, 42.2 °C measured at Airport) that was accompanied by tropical nights throughout the month and followed by extreme hot nights with Tmin > 22.0 °C (i.e., exceeding the 90th percentile of Tmin data as described in Section 2.3). The LST images (Figure 5) present the evolution of the surface urban heat island over the city of Valencia during 3 consecutive days around the hot record (25–27 of August).

The daytime images (Figure 5a,b,e,f,j,k) taken in the early and middle afternoon show the so-called negative sUHI in the city. During the day the surrounding fields—characterized mostly by bare soil
and low level vegetation—warmed up faster due to the direct insolation, meanwhile the urban areas stayed relatively cooler thanks to the shadows provided by the buildings, the higher specific heat capacity of the urbanized soil and the breeze coming from the direction of the sea (Table 1). The right column images (Figure 5c,d,g,h,l) presenting the nighttime conditions were taken around midnight and early morning. This well-pronounced positive temperature anomaly of the urban surface temperature is the phenomenon that is conventionally defined as sUHI.

Table 1. The weather conditions during 25–27 August 2014 at the Airport and temperature at Viveros. (AT<sub>v</sub>: AT measured at Viveros, AT<sub>a</sub>: AT measured at Airport, v.a.: veering around, lower index a: measured at the Airport).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>AT&lt;sub&gt;v&lt;/sub&gt; (°C)</th>
<th>AT&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt; (°C)</th>
<th>RH&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt; (%)</th>
<th>Solar Time (GMT)</th>
<th>Wind Direction&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>Wind Speed&lt;sub&gt;a&lt;/sub&gt; (km h&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 August 22.7/30.2</td>
<td>21.1/32.4</td>
<td>32/88</td>
<td>0–5</td>
<td>NW-W</td>
<td>2–5</td>
<td>light air</td>
<td>Calm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–8</td>
<td>Calm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9–16</td>
<td>SE-E</td>
<td>4–19</td>
<td>gentle breeze</td>
<td>mild/gentle breeze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17–20</td>
<td>NE-E</td>
<td>15–21</td>
<td>21–24</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>0–5</td>
<td>calm/light air</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 August 22.2/41.6</td>
<td>20.5/42.2</td>
<td>8/90</td>
<td>0–10</td>
<td>v.a. W</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>light air</td>
<td>mild breeze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11–16</td>
<td>SW</td>
<td>21–33</td>
<td>17–20</td>
<td>NE-E</td>
<td>8–20</td>
<td>gentle breeze</td>
<td>calm/light breeze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–24</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>0–8</td>
<td>27 August 23.1/30.5</td>
<td>22.6/32.4</td>
<td>41/87</td>
<td>light breeze</td>
<td>light air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–4</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>6–9</td>
<td>5–8</td>
<td>variable</td>
<td>3–9</td>
<td>mild/gentle breeze</td>
<td>light air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9–18</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>8–22</td>
<td>19–24</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>2–6</td>
<td>light air</td>
<td>mild/gentle breeze</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The previous day of the record heat (25th) was a common, cloudless August day, with a gentle breeze from the sea cooling the city during the day, and having light air flow after sunset. In the afternoon the highest negative value of sUHI occurred near Viveros (Figure 5a, black rectangle) and in the eastern part of the city (−2 °C), meanwhile SW-NE gradient can be noticed over the city (SW: 37 °C, NE: 34 °C). 1.5 h later the differences between the urban and rural areas became negligible, hence the “island of city” cannot be clearly distinguished in the Figure 5b. The nighttime images taken approximately 4 and 6 h after sunset (Figure 5c) show a generally warmer city (+2 °C). Around midnight the western and eastern residential areas of the city were the warmest, while 2 h later the warmest spots were the densely built old city centre in the vicinity of Viveros and the harbor (Figure 5d). The pixels with outstanding low/high values near the beach should not be considered as they might be influenced by the sea [51].

On the 26th wind was blowing from west all the morning indicating the arrival of the so-called “Poniente” (meaning “westerly wind”) that usually brings hot air from the inner plateau which warms more, by adiabatic compression, when descending into the coast. The Poniente prevailed all the afternoon as a mild breeze from SW—with the maximum velocity of 33 km h<sup>-1</sup> at early afternoon (11 GMT)—resulting in a warm air advection to the city. The MODIS image in the early afternoon (Figure 5e) also captures this phenomenon as the LST was generally higher (42–46 °C) than the previous day at similar time (Figure 5a). The image 1.5 h later has a similar pattern and presents the rapidly warming surroundings, however there is less precision due to the high angle of the measuring sensor (Figure 5f). By twilight the wind had turned 180° and the NE-E gentle breeze from the sea started to refresh the city. The early night image (Figure 5g) presents an extended sUHI effect (2.5 °C) with the highest LST values in the inner city (25.5–26.5 °C). Later on in the night (Figure 5h) the city started to cool down, however still keeping its contrast with the surroundings (+1.5 °C). Furthermore, thanks to the northerly winds over open land the northern agricultural area of the city—the “Huerta”—stayed significantly cooler than the rest of the city.

The afternoon images for the next day (27th) are similar to those from the 25th, with strong negative sUHI in the early afternoon that became weaker as the city warmed up and the breeze...
fostered the heat transport from the surface to the air (Figure 5j,k). The early night image of 27/28 (Figure 5l) shows a similar sUHI pattern than the late night the day before (Figure 5h), with an average +2 °C. Later the night became cloudy, resulting in extreme high Tmin (24.5 °C) by early morning.

As the Figure 5 maps show, even though the Airport weather station is set up over bare soil and away from buildings, its surrounding is affected by artificial surfaces that influence the thermal radiance data. Hence, in order to evaluate the sUHI quantitatively, the differences between the average LST of the Urban and Rural, as well as the Urban and Semi-Urban (i.e., the surrounding of the airport) regions were calculated (Table 2). As the defined Rural region is a good representative of the agricultural belt around the city, using it as a reference resulted in the most precise estimation of the sUHI of Valencia. Further qualitative evaluation is provided in form of “difference maps” where the average LST value of the Rural region is subtracted from all the pixels (Figure A1a–l). These maps also support the findings that during daytime the urban area was generally cooler than the rural area (−0.6—−3.3 °C), and during nighttime the city area was a relatively homogenous warm spot (+1.7—2.6 °C). It should be noted that the western suburbs (including the airport) were also warmer during night, but showed more heterogenous pattern than the city.

Table 2. The average LST over the three regions and the sUHI with Semi-Urban (SU) and Rural (R) references. (The best estimation of sUHI [Urban vs. Rural] is marked in bold. Letters in brackets correspond to the images of Figure 5a–l.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Acquisition Time (GMT)</th>
<th>View Zenith Angle (°)</th>
<th>Pixel Size (km)</th>
<th>Urban (°C)</th>
<th>Semi-Urban (°C)</th>
<th>Rural (°C)</th>
<th>sUHI Ref.: SU (°C)</th>
<th>sUHI Ref.: R (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25 August 2014. 11:35 (a)</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>−2.2</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 August 2014. 13:15 (b)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>42.6</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>−0.9</td>
<td>−0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 August 2014. 22:40 (c)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 August 2014. 01:15 (d)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 August 2014. 10:40 (e)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>−1.1</td>
<td>−1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 August 2014. 12:20 (f)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>−3.3</td>
<td>−3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 August 2014. 21:45 (g)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 August 2014. 02:00 (h)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 August 2014. 11:25 (j)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>−2.2</td>
<td>−1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 August 2014. 13:05 (k)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>−0.6</td>
<td>−0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 August 2014. 22:30 (l)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Pixel size is estimated from the view zenith angle based on the calculations of [52].
Figure 5. The evolution of sUHI during three hot summer days (25–27 August 2014). (U: Urban, SU: Semi-Urban, R: Rural region; diamond: Viveros meteorological station, triangle: Airport meteorological station, white border: administrative border of Valencia, black pixels: missing value/sea). (a–l): MODIS LST images, see the corresponding data in Table 2.
3.3. Comparison of AT and LST

In order to evaluate the differences between the urban heat island effect in terms of surface and air temperature observations during the studied 3-day period, LST data (point values retrieved from pixel as well as regional averages) and AT time series from the two weather stations were analysed (Figure 6). The point LST values were obtained from the nearest pixel to the stations to compare them directly with the air temperature measurements. During daytime the differences between AT and LST at the Airport reached more than 10 °C, however during the night the difference was not greater than 2.5 °C. This discrepancy was due to the different physical nature of AT and LST as it has been studied in several settings [53–55]. At Viveros the difference between AT and LST was more moderated, during daylight less than 6 °C, and during nighttime less than 2 °C. This is a consequence of the altered surface-atmosphere interaction resulting in the urban canopy layer (UCL, the lower atmosphere from the surface until the mean building height) and the urban boundary layer (UBL, the lower atmosphere above UCL) that function as “buffer” layers over the surface of the city [24].

![LST vs AT](image)

**Figure 6.** Comparison of the LST and AT values during 25–27 August 2014. (AT Airport: air temperature from the in situ measurements at the Airport; AT Viveros: air temperature from the in situ measurements at Viveros; LST Airport: LST of one pixel nearest to the Airport; LST Viveros: LST of one pixel nearest to Viveros; LST Urban: average of LST over the Urban region; LST Semi-Urban: average of LST over the Semi-Urban region; LST Rural: average of LST over the northern Rural region).

The regional LST averages characterizing the 3 regions defined by the NDVI (Figure 2) provide a further description of the surface heat conditions over the different (Urban, Semi-Urban, Rural) regions. Similar to the point LST values during the day the regional LST values were much higher than the corresponding AT, showing the lowest difference in the city (LST Urban—AT Viveros). There were smaller differences between the regional values than between the point values during night, and the point LST values were the closest to the AT values. Additionally, in most of the cases the point LST value at Viveros fit well to the Urban regional average, meanwhile the point LST at the Airport had larger discrepancies compared to the Semi-Urban regional average.

The evolution of the urban heat island effect estimated from LST and AT measurements is presented in the Figure 7. The “biphasic” day-to day rhythm of the urban heat island effect is clearly seen in the air temperature measurements, showing a maximum difference between the Viveros and Airport station right before sunrise (5 GMT) with values of 1.6, 2.3 and 1.4 °C on the 3 consecutive
days. On the other hand, the LST measurements suggest that the differences between the Urban and Semi-Urban region (Figure 7, blue triangles), as well as the Urban and Rural region (Figure 7, green triangles) were generally larger than the contrast in AT, showing the highest value (Urban-Rural: 2.6 °C) after sunset on the record hot day. Interestingly, on the 26th, a higher value of sUHI was found right after sunset (ca. 22 GMT) than at 2 GMT, probably due to the intense heat transport from the surface to the atmosphere.

![UHI and sUHI estimations](image)

**Figure 7.** Comparison of the estimated UHI and sUHI. (UHI from AT in situ Viv. and Airp.: the difference between the in situ measurements of AT recorded at Viveros and AT recorded at Airport; sUHI from LST at Viv. and Airp.: the difference between the LST obtained from one pixel nearest to the meteorological stations at Viveros and the Airport; sUHI (Semi-Urban ref.): the difference between the LST averages over the Urban region and the Semi-Urban region; sUHI (Rural ref.): the difference between the LST averages over the Urban region and the Rural region).

The sUHI estimations from the regional LST values were in accordance with the sUHI estimations from point LST values, however during the day the point values suggest extreme sUHI values that is not representative for the region. Another relevant point to highlight is that in the afternoon the estimated UHI and sUHI had maximum discrepancies, while at night reasonable agreement was found between both effects (<0.6 °C in case of point LST). Thus, during nighttime land surface data may indicate not only the sUHI pattern but the UHI pattern as well.

### 3.4. The Discomfort Index

The spatial variability of human thermal comfort in the city was assessed using the DI discomfort index. As the DI formula (see Section 2.5) originally involves AT and RH data, the index was calculated only at nighttime when the AT and LST were in reasonable agreement (see Figure 7 and [46]). Accordingly, the index was estimated using the nighttime LST images and the average RH values calculated from the in situ measurements at Viveros and the Airport (Table 1). Although using an average RH value for the entire region introduced a moderated spatial bias to the DI, it did not affect the index significantly as there were only slight differences between the RH values (<12%) at the two stations. The DI values throughout the 3 nights of the observed period ranged between 19.5 and 24.2 that fell into the categories of “comfortable” (15.0–19.9 °C) and “hot” (20–26.4 °C) (Table 3).
Table 3. The DI categories based on [50].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DI Category</th>
<th>DI temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hyperglacial</td>
<td>&lt; −40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glacial</td>
<td>−39.9 to −20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely cold</td>
<td>−19.9 to −10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very cold</td>
<td>−9.9 to −1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold</td>
<td>−1.7 to 12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cool</td>
<td>13–14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfortable</td>
<td>15–19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot</td>
<td>20–26.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very hot</td>
<td>26.5–29.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torrid</td>
<td>&gt;30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the night 25/26th of August the major part of the region was characterized by “hot” conditions (Figure 8a,b). About 4 h after sunset the DI in the city was around 22.5 and slightly decreased by early morning, while some rural spots had values at the upper limit of the “comfortable” category. The midnight image of the night 26/27 (Figure 8c,d) expresses the higher heat stress after a hot day. The inner densely built-up areas (District 1, 2, 3 in Figure 1) of the city experienced “hot” conditions characterized with the highest DI (24.2), and the >23 values extended to the outskirts of the city as well. By early morning the region became less “hot”, and some “comfortable” rural spots appeared. The night of 27/28 (Figure 8e) similar conditions occurred than the night before, probably due to the increased nighttime temperature and humidity.

**Figure 8.** The DI discomfort index during the 3 nights of the examined period (25–27 August 2014). (Diamond: Viveros meteorological station, triangle: Airport meteorological station, white border: administrative border of Valencia, white pixels: missing value/sea). (a–e): DI based on MODIS nighttime LST images.
4. Discussion

Assessing the nighttime temperature conditions of Valencia from a long-term climatological perspective, the growing number of tropical nights indicates a general warming trend at both the city centre and the countryside. The temperature contrast between the two sites has not changed in the last 5 decades, suggesting that the intensity of the urban heat island effect is not sensitive to the growth of the city or the warming trend. It is worth noting that the UHI effect is independent of the warming trends experienced by the studied locations in relation to global atmospheric dynamics, as the latter happens independently of the urban or rural nature of the measurement sites. Nevertheless, the Tmin as an indicator of nighttime conditions has limitations, providing more accurate information about the early morning, but less of the early night.

A measurement campaign carried out during two winter nights in 1988 [34] first quantified the UHI in Valencia, taking ground-based air temperature measurements along transects and using remote sensing NOAA data. According to [34] in a winter morning (5 GMT) 3.0 °C of heat island effect was estimated by transect AT measurements and 4.5 °C by satellite LST data. This agrees with our results presenting 2.3 °C of heat island effect estimated by in situ AT data at 5 GMT and 2.6 °C by remotely sensed LST data at ca. 22 GMT after the record hot summer day. Our slightly lower values—besides the use of improved satellite sensors—were due to the seasonal difference, as the cool winter nights provide more favorable conditions for the development of UHI (Figure 3b).

Furthermore, [34] found that the heat island effect obtained from satellite data is 1–2 °C higher than the value obtained from air temperature measurements. This also supports our findings that in general the nighttime sUHI was higher (with 1.5–2.2 °C, Figure 7) than the corresponding UHI. Nonetheless, our results emphasise that the “urban” and “rural” reference locations in an extensively urbanised landscape have a high impact on the estimations of the urban heat island effect (Table 2, Figure A1), hence should be chosen prudently. The NDVI provides a good base to distinguish surfaces with or without vegetation, however an objective, universally applicable landscape classification scheme is needed for further higher resolution sUHI studies [56].

According to an early analysis on the urban climate of Valencia [33], the heat island effect of the city decreases the discomfort of winter cold, but it increases the discomfort of summer heat. In the present case study the sea breeze played a main role in refreshing the city after the record hot day. It is notable that the prominent SW continental wind (“Poniente”) blocked from early morning the beneficial sea breeze from E on the 26th of August 2014, resulting in a severe warm advection all day, that was overtaken by the NE sea breeze only in the early evening hours. Consequently, the nighttime UHI after the unusually hot day was more intense as we might expect from other cases, e.g., Birmingham, UK [45], Beijing, China [57], and Madison, USA [58].

Regarding the sUHI pattern, using low resolution NOAA images [34] found a similar structure to that identified in the MODIS images, namely higher values in the city centre and the eastern part of the city. They also identified a maximum SW temperature gradient from the city centre, which occurs thanks to the unfragmented agricultural fields and forests on the SW (Figure 5). A similar spatial pattern was found in Barcelona, another Mediterranean coastal city, with higher intensity [31], probably due to the larger population of the city. For further spatial assessment of the intra-urban variability of UHI in a district or neighborhood level spatial resolutions greater than 50 m are needed, and the recommended satellite overpass time is immediately before sunrise, as [59] suggests.

The discomfort index is an important indicator to evaluate the heat stress that the increased nighttime temperatures impose on the human body and well-being. It is notable that the inner city and surrounding residential areas (with the highest number of inhabitants in the SW districts of 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, in the N districts 5, 15, 16 and the E districts of 12, 13, 14, Figure 1) generally tended to be warmer than the surroundings during the usual sleeping period of night in summer in Valencia (02–08 GMT+2). This increases the discomfort of habitants, and might cause more frequent insomnia events [13]. According to the DI maps, the hot zones with the highest DI were in the densely built-up city centre, while the cooler areas that were categorized as “comfortable” corresponded to non-urban
zones. An airborne measurement campaign over Madrid [46] found similar patterns on a summer dawn, corroborating that most of the hot areas are inside the city, while the cooler ones (categories of comfortable, cool and cold) are outside it.

According to an urban planning study from 2010 [40], an interconnected green area throughout the city and joint to the sea could significantly improve the ventilation of the city. The daytime “negative” urban heat island in summer is conserved partially thanks to the morning fresh sea breeze. As soon as the morning breeze stops penetrating the city (at around 11–12 h local time), the temperature between the city and the countryside equalizes, as it was shown in Figure 5b,f,k. Based on the proven value of the already existing green urban areas throughout Europe [60,61] as well as the park of the Turia riverbed and the green road Blasco Ibáñez towards the sea in Valencia, the extension of these green lanes would be highly beneficial for a climate-resilient city.

Our case study on the urban heat island of Valencia provides essential knowledge to help urban designers mitigate the combined effects of climate change and UHI. As a next step, higher resolution satellite images will be analysed to provide a more detailed thermal map of the city for strategic urban planning and for modeling studies to estimate the effect of the different measures. As the use of green spaces could alleviate the perception of thermal discomfort during periods of heat stress [62], increasing the urban greenery as well as promoting light colored building design are highly recommended [63]. Moreover, both public opinion and expertise from different municipal departments, literature surveys and life cycle assessments should be considered in an integrated urban planning process [21,64]. This has been already initiated through various cross-sector projects [65,66] in collaboration with the Municipality of Valencia.

5. Conclusions

The urban heat island effect in Valencia estimated from AT and LST measurements showed a good agreement regarding the intensity and evolution of the effect during hot summer days. The UHI estimated from AT measured at the two stations was highest just before sunrise (2.3 °C). The sUHI calculated as the difference between the urban and rural region was the most intense after sunset on the record hot day (2.6 °C). The MODIS satellite images provided valuable insights to the heat conditions over the region of Valencia, but because of its moderate resolution the differences inside the city were blurred. For this reason, higher resolution satellite images with more frequent data acquisition time are needed especially over cities. In order to facilitate the mitigation of urban heat risk, detailed thermal maps of UHI and DI should be considered in urban planning and modeling, and measures should be taken to reduce the discomfort of the humid heat in the summer period, such as those that improve the natural sea breeze to ventilate the city. Furthermore, more green areas (interconnected parks, rooftops, etc.) as well as high albedo building materials (e.g., cool roofs and cool pavements) should be installed throughout the city. As an answer to the increasing demand of city scale environmental data, the presented results provide essential information on the urban climate and thermal comfort to be integrated in the climate change adaptation strategy of Valencia.
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**Appendix A**

*Figure A1.* The evolution of sUHI during three hot summer days (25–27 August 2014) presented in form of “difference maps”: the average LST value of the Rural region is subtracted from all the pixels in order to have a general view on the urbanized landscape in the region of Valencia. (U: Urban, SU: Semi-Urban, R: Rural region; diamond: Viveros meteorological station; triangle: Airport meteorological station; white border: administrative border of Valencia, white pixels: missing value/sea, dark blue-black pixels: values significantly influenced by the sea). (a–l): MODIS LST difference images, see the corresponding data in Table 2.
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